Press Release
Dr. Babak Nemati to Lead Development of Life Science Applications
with ai-one™ Technology
La Jolla CA | Zurich Switzerland June 17 2010 - ai-one inc., a provider of software development
technology (SDK) for semantic associative search and semiotic analysis, signed Dr. Nemati and
his firm Strategic Intelligence as subject matter experts for life science applications. Dr. Nemati’s
firm will provide scientific and industry domain expertise for the development of applications in
medical imaging, drug discovery research tools and genomic sequencing.
Dr. Nemati is a veteran of the healthcare industry, serving in executive roles at leading
corporations such as Johnson & Johnson. While at J&J, he served as the Director of Surgical
Oncology for Ethicon, and Chair of Medical Optics for the Corporate Office of Science and
Technology. In these roles he was responsible for strategic planning for new franchises within
J&J, assessment of new and emerging technologies, and leading or contributing to licensing and
acquisition negotiations with emerging companies.
Outside of J&J, Dr. Nemati has served in executive roles for emerging medical device and
biotechnology companies, in a wide range of specialties ranging from oncology, general surgery,
ophthalmology, and women’s health, to dermatology and plastic surgery. He holds several
patents in the field of medical optics, and has published a number of original articles in refereed
journals. Additionally he has served as a member of the Advisory Board for the Medical
Technology Program of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Plebys International, and
Nanoverse.
About Strategic Intelligence, Inc. (SI) is focused on the identification and evaluation of new and
emerging technologies in life sciences and the creation of break through strategies for the
successful development, launch, and commercialization of the associated product opportunities.
For further details, please visit our website at www.sicorporation.net
About ai-one inc., based in San Diego and Zurich, the company has developed an adaptive
holosemantic data space with semiotic capabilities (“biologically inspired intelligence”) that allows
users to quickly analyze and discover meaningful patterns of interleaved text, time related data,
and images. With the ai-one™ SDK, developers create intelligent applications that deliver better
sense-making capabilities for semantic discovery, knowledge collaboration, sentiment analysis,
image recognition, data mining and more. It also provides complex AI with reasoning and learning
capabilities that get smarter with each use. www.ai-one.com

